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(it)

AII the four questions ore compulsory.

All questions carrg equal weightage.

1. Answrir the following question in abott 600 words.

Discuss the relationship between teaching and learning'
. 

Describe the activities a teacher can perform to facilitate

leaming.

OR

'Explain 'Child Centred Approach'. Discuss various points

you would keep in mind while practising this approach in

classroorn situations.
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2. Answer the following question in about 600 words.

Explain the nature and concept of individual dilferences.
Discuss educational implications of individual differences at
the Primary Stage.

OR

Explain the term 'Peer Tubring'. Dscusi ihe process of
Peer Tutoring alongwith its advantages and limitations.

Answer any Jour of the following in 150 words each :

(i) Describe emotional development during childhood
period.

(ii) Describe teaching{earning strategies suitable for an
inl.egrated situation in Primarv school.

(iii) ariy three methods o{ cooperative learning at
the Primary stage.

(iv) Explain any three teaching skills
pupils' participation in the classroom.

(v) Describe learning activities you would organise while
teaching 4h grade of a Primary school.

(vi) Explain any three characteristics o[ an effective

3.

which facilitate

classroom.



4. Answer the following question in about 600 words.

You are teaching Class V having more than 40 students.
You often face certain problems in managing this class.

Discuss the problem! and the strategies you generally use

{or effective classroom management.
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